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ABSTRACT
Donna J, Ewing
The effect of a word processing program on secondary students with mild learning
disabilities in essay composition as compared with essays produced using paper and pencil
1997
Dr. S. Jay Kuder
Special Education
This study was conducted to investigate the effects of computer based word processing
versus paper and pencil in essay composition. This study used a repeated measure and an
alternating treatment design to compare student performance in constructing essays under
two experimental conditions a ) using a computer based word processor and b ) using
paper and pencil. Analysis of error rate and measure for each student indicated varied
improvements under the computer condition for composition length, length of sentences,

gramatucally correct senteces, paragraph development, content area, composing time,
misspellings, and grammatical errors. Participants included twenty-five secondary
students with nild learning disabilities.
The study participants composed three computer generated essays along with three
essays written using paper and pencil over a four month period using an alternating
treatment. These same participants were part of a pretreatment information gathering
session for each essay composed.
The results are encouraging with improvement occurring in specific areas These

efforts represent encouragement to teachers and administrators to utilize instruction in
computer usage and computer technology to its fullest potential regarding populations
with mild learning disabilities

MINI-ABSTRACT
Donna I Ewing
The effect of a word processing program on secondary students with mild Iearning
disabilities in essay composition as compared with essays produced using paper and pencil
1997
Dr, S, Jay Kuder
Special Education

This study investigated the effects of computer based word processing versus paper

and pencil in essay composition for secondary students with learing disabilties. Repeated
measure and an alternating treatment design were combined in this interverton, Results
supported the utilization of computer technology to enhance essay writing skills among
the test population.
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CHAPTER 1

HACKGROtIND
Michael, an eighth-grade student with a mild learning disability, njoys talking
about his interests in a coherent and structured method in the classroom. However, on
handwritten essays, Michael's composition style and technique Ere often so unusual
that he cannot read what he has written. Consequently, Michael is extremely reluctant
to write an essay. Upon moving our small Language Arts Resource Room class into
the computer lab at mid-semester to make room for a larger Health class, Michael
begged to utlize the computer for writing assignments. When asked how computers
were helpful to him, Michael responded, "You can move whole sertences around a lot
easier. If you hand write a rough draft, you have to draw all these artows and you're
getting dizzy, so it's much easier on the computer, because you just erase it and it
looks nice and neat."
Any parent or anyone who teaches children with learning disabilities (LD), similar
to Michael, must value and admire their uniqueness, their coping strategies, and their
ability to keep trying although they believe they will not prevail, yet there are
commonalties that emerge to form a composite picture ofthese students. That portrait
depicts a child exding a low confidence level awkwardly grasping a pencil and a
much-used eraser attempting to filfill an assignment by writng wods on a paper.
As educators and concerned parents, we must ask ourselves -why it is important to
continually frustrate these LD students by requiring them to compose an essay which
is structured, coherent and productive. The answer perhaps is reladve to the high-tecb
competitive world in which we live. It would be a disservice to mildly LD students
not to prepare them for the job market or even for the possibility ofbeing prepared for
education at the collegiate level by requiring them to express their Noughts through
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written words. It is essential in a world utilizing the Interet and o:her computer
enhanced tools to communicate for business purposes, as well as, personal usage that
these LD secondary students have the skills necessary to function in today's high-tech
world.
If the writing process is a necessity, how are we able to alleviate the high

frustration level of the mildly LD student? We as educators must add formative
4touch-up'

brush strokes to the LD portrait Perhaps a formative stroke would

include the use of word processing within the writing process. As the LD student
Michael alluded to, word processing has three key qualitative features that may affect
the way students produce writing assignments A primary qualitative feature is the
ability to produce a neat, printed copy that affects students' percepton of the quality of
their writing and can increase motivation. A secondary qualitative feature is the
editing power that makes fequent revsion possible without tedious recopying. This
capability makes it feasible to teach writing as a process involving repeated drafts. A
word processing program frees students to concentrate on content first and revise for
organization, style and mechanics at a later time. The tertiary qualitative feature
enables LD students to work by typing rather then handwriting which not only
produces better looking copy but makes the process easier for those with poor
handwriting. The support provided by computers and word processing programs may
be especially beneficial for LD students, who often find writing rustrating.
Students with a learning disability do perform less well than their peers on a variety
ofVw tten language tasks (Englert, Raphael, Anderson, Gregg, & Anthony, 1989;
Graham, Harris, MacArthur, & Schwartz, 1991). A quandary remains relative to the
quanitative measures comparing the handwritten essay to the word processing

generated essay.
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STATPrfF.NT OF RESEAR^CHTI

PROl .F.M

Will secondary students who are mildly learning disabled enhance their essay
writing skills by using a word processing program as compared to their use of pencil
and paper? Will these same students prefer the usage of the computer over pencil and

paper?

Mildly learning disabled secondary students utilizing a word processing program
will enhance their essay writing skills by increasing composition length, length of
sentences, grammatically correct sentences, paragraph development and content area
while decreasing composing time, misspellings and grammarti,

errors in comparison

with essays written using paper and pencil.

leaming disahled - as defined in Federal Public Law 94-142, means a disorder in
one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in undezstandmig Or
in u$mg language spoken or written, which may manifest itself in an imperfect
ability to listen, think, speak, read, wte, spell, or do mathematical calculations.
The term includes such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal
brainam dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. The term does not
include children who have leaning problems which are primarily the result of
visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental retardation, of emotional
disturbance, or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage
(IDEA, 1990)

word processing program - definition identifies the program as a vdiing tool used
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to create any rype of document to facilitate communication The program allows
you to organize, polish, and print in a simplistic manner the document which you
have created. Miros

Windows

Microsoft Corporation, Redmond,

Washington, 1995).

P

iURPOSE
OFKTLbs'_
The study will explore and determine if a mildly LD student can improve their

essay writing skills by the utilization of a word processing program To accomplish
the purpose of the study, twenty-five mildly learning disabled secondary students will
write three essays utilizing a word processing program, along with three essays using
paper and pencil. The word processor produced essays will be compared with the
paper and pencil written essays for each individual student. The following quanitative
measures will be used in the comparison process: composition length, number of
grammaticafly correct sentences, grammatical errors, composing time, misspellings,
length of sentences, paragraph development and content. In addition to quanitative
measures, the LD student will indicate a preference to computer gnaerated essays or
handwritten essays.
The results of this study will serve as an indicator to teachers concerning the
technical enhancement of the classroom, along with indicating the best method for LD
students to productively wite. Administrators would be interested in the results
regarding the productive use of expending large portions of their budgets to
computerize the classroom utilized by LD students
Beyond the realm of education, the results may also be used within the framework
of corporate America. As a newly graduated LI student, there is possibly a greater
chance for employment within the computer enhanced offices of both large
corporations and smaller businesses. Companies may be able to change employment
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entrance assessment requirements which could possibly aid in the amployability of the
LD individual. In essence, the word processing apparatus may arwaluly level the
playing field for the mildly LD population in the world of corporate America.

OVERVIEW

Prior to the implementation of the project, the LD student will he given instruction
on the utilization of the word processing program, Windows 95, along with essay
writing instruction.
Chapter two provides information derived from previous studics regarding the
compuers impact on the writing skills of students. Chapter three describes in detail
the design of the study Chapter four rwil discuss the results derived from the
implementation of the study. Chapter five will present a discussion of the results
reported within Chapter four.
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CHAPTER II

A major educational goal for students with mild learning disabilities is to help them
benefit from expenence in a variety of environments. Special educators have access to
a number of powerful tools to assist them in accomplishing this goal. It is essential to
implement differing environments such as the computer writing lab in the realm of
writing and composition for multiple reasons. First, students with LD perform less
well than their peers on a variety of written language tasks (Graham, Harris,
MacArthur & Schwartz 1991). They often have difficulty with the physical demands
and conventions of writing and with fluent production of sentences Many students
with LD have difficulty coordinating complex cognitive processes necessary for essay
writing. In reviewing literature, it was interesting to note the following in regard to
cognitive processes regarding writing presented by MacArthur (1996).
The dictated stories of pdimary-grade children are superior to their written
stories (King & Rentel, 198 1) but by the fifth or sixth grade, dictated
compositions, although longer, are not qualitatively better than handwritten
ones (Hidi & Hildyard, 1983) tn contrast, the dictated compositions of
secondary students with LD have been reported to be substantially longer and
qualitatively supenor to their compositions written via handwriting (Graham,
1990, MacArthur & Graham, 1987)
The dictation studies suggest that these cognitive difficulties interfere with the overall
composing process. This interference may take a number of forms such as students
avoiding the use of words they cannot spell. This leads us to the next purpose for
multiple environments such as the computer writing lab
A secondary reason for multiple environment exposure is directly related to
transcription processes. Writing concerns involve the difficulties students with LD
have involving transcription processes -spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and usage
are well documented (Graham, Harris, MacArthur & Schwartz, 1991). Errors
-6

involved in the transcription processes may involve cumbersome revisions utilizing the
conventional method of writing. This leads to a third aspect of the need for multiple
environments.
A tertiary reason for multi-environmental exposure deals with ihe revision aspect of
essay writing. Writers with neurological deficiency are also weak in planning
translating and revising a piece of writing (Beminger, Mizokawa & Bragg, 1991) The
areas of planning, translating and revising are imperative to the writing process. As
purported in the previous literature, the srudents with LD seem to be lacking in
numerous areas of the writing process.
How can special educators assist these students with LD in regard to a different
environment in order to benefit them in the writing realm? The answer perhaps lies in
word processing computer technology available today. Briefly put interaction with
the computer in the witmg process and the use of the computer as a writing tool are

effectve, positive, and benetfcial components in a writing program for learning
disabled adolescents (Fais & Wanderman, 197).
In non-disabled populations, recent meta-analysis found that use of word
processing in writing instruction programs had a positive, though ielatively modest,
impact on students' writing (Bangert & Drowns, 1993). Research by Cochran Smith

(1991) found in a non-disabled population conclusions stating that students have
positive attitudes toward word processing but that the impact of the computer on the
quality of students' writings and writing processes depends on teachers' strategies for
using word processing and on the social organization of the classroom.
What makes writing with a computer different Fais & Wandelman (1987) note
the following:
Simply put, writing with any computer radically changes the writing process in
that it separates composing from printng, 'No longer does a mistake mean a
-7

re-write. No longer does a paragraph out of place mean a re write, No more
white out. No more illegible handwriting. No more worn, about the most
mundane part of the writing process, the physical act of getting the words onto
the paper Now the student can worry about more important things, like what
they are trying to say The computer is a prosthetic writing tool for leamng
disabled students in that it helps compensate for a great number of their
weaknesses. We believe that we can make better writers out of our students
by showing them that computers will ive them the power to write greater
quantities and to learn about writing from their own expernence.
It seems very convincing that computer utilization used to assist wrting activities
for both the non disabled populations and the LD population appear to be
phenomenally beneficial. It also appears to be the answer for remediating the
problems students with LD have in regard to the writing process. Can the word
processing computers effectively assist the students with LD in the essay writing
process? Is the computer a special educators magic environment which can help
students increase cognitive writing functions along with lessening Lhe errors in regard
to transcription processing and revision functions? Does the usage of a word
processing program increase a student's propensity to improve his writing skills
compared with the conventional paper and pencil method? Will word processing
programs help students with mild learning disabilities write material equal to the nondisabled population?
In order to respond to the above inquiies in a coherent manne, this review of the
current literature will focus on the following topics: definition of the parameters of
essay writing, notations on the prerequisites for word processing usage, citations of
the advantages of computer usage in regard to students with LD, citations of the
disadvantages of computer usage, and fnrally, a preview of the literature m regard to
each of the measures which this proposed study encompasses. The current literature
offers no definitive conclusion, but it does have some very interesting observations.
These observations will be discussed in the remainder of Chapter two.
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Wiat is the iffpance of essay writing for students ivh mild lesamig dsibifires?
Individuals with mild learning disabilities will be required to write in a coherent
manner in a number of disciplines throughout their lives, Writng is a function of daily
living. Students with mild learning disabilities are, in large numbers, ncluded in
mainstreamed classrooms often without adequate instructional support. It is essential
for this student to be able to write an essay in a cohesive manner. Many applications
in the highly competitive job market and at the collegiate level reircu

students to

compose coherent essays (Fais & Wanderman, 1987).
Just what are the factors which make an essay coherent? What are the elements
of a successfully written essay? What does is rake to compose a successful essay in
the eyes of academia? Flower and Hayes (1989) from the Center for the Study of
Writing answer our inquiries utlizing the cognitive process theory of writing. The
theory holds that writing is a complex mental act, difficult to accnmplish, to learn, and
to analyze. Briefly stated, the tenets of the theory are:
Writing is an act of the mind (Flowers & Hayes, 1989). A critical
distinguishing feature of writing is that it is a cognitive act, in which one writer
draws upon the exigencies of the situation, the writer's own experiences and
beliefs, the expectations of the writer's group and culture, and the resources
available to the writer to make a purposeful verbal statement.
Writing is a decision making process (Flowers & Hayes, 1989). Writers make
important choices as they write to accomplish their purposas. They decide if
and when to write at all, they choose to address certain issues, problems, and
audiences; they decide on appropriate tone, and wording and voice. In this
way, writing can be seen as an important and complex "problem" which a
writer addresses by choices he or she makes. These choices are guided by
writers' own knowledge and purposes
A number of critical factors can impact on the decisions a writer makes in the
course of writing Writing does not happen in a vacuum Writers' cultural,
social, and physical environments shape wriing in important ways. Among the
environmental factors shaping writing is the technology writers have available.
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Wnting can--although it may not always-be a way to form new conceptual
knowledge. One of the reasons why educators are interested in writing is that
very often writing involves the kind of complex thinking and conceptual
formulation that leads to discovery, new insights, and conceptual learning.
These tenets ofa cognitive process theory of writing should be utilized in assessing
the effects of word processing n the essay writing process. Since writing, according
to the theory, is a multi-faceted action involving a high level cognitive function along
with a decision making process, the word processing programs on computers seem to
be an answerto the dilemma (Wheeler, 1985) It seems clear thai; students produced
more sophisticated writing and greater quantities of it for two reasons first, the
computer utilizes spell checks and grammar cheeks which allows :he students with LD

to concentrate On the cognitive processes of writing and second, it separates writing
from hard copy, making a distinction between the process of cretaion and the tangible
result (Fais & Wanderman 1987). Computers are actually flexible writing tools that
can enhance writing processes in many ways (MacArthur, 1996).
Wide word processing provides new possibilities for essay writing, it also presents
some new concerns. With word processing is it necessary to provide students with
prerequisite activities which enables them to function within the computer
environment?
Are prerequisits ncessary regarding wordproesing?

Typing skills seem a paramount necessity when considering word processing
programs. However, surprisingly, there are mixed results and opinions according to
the previewed literature for students with LD Fais and Wandermn (1987) noted
keyboarding skills as an essential prerequisite to using the computer as a writing tool is
sometimes considered controversial. They noted that students, particularly those who

had not exhibited handwriting problems, were frustrated by the fact that their slow
keyboarding kept their fingers from keeping up with their thoughts. For the great
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majority of students included within their study, keyboarding was faund to be a nonissue The benefits of nor having to write and again, of seeing their thoughts in legible
form far outweighed any initial frustration, or perhaps more aCCuraely put, dispelled it
altogether.
MacArthur (1996) describes the process best by stating that typing is substantially
different from handwriting. Typing is probably inherently easier than handwriting,
especially for students with handwriting problems. On the other hand, typing can also
be a barier, as it is not a standard part of curricula.
In regard to keyboarding skills, MacArthur and Schneiderman (1986) reported that
students must develop some minimal proficiency at typing and must learn to use basic
editing commands. Jacobi (1986) reported on the frustrations involved in typing and
the initial difficulties of students mastering the word processor conmmands
Kane (1993) found that most students were able to use the word processing
commands after some practice and that lack of typing skill did not block students from
successfl writing experiences although both editing commands and typing caused
frustration
A second concern in regard to prereqtusites for computer usage involves the
difficulties involved in acquiring and remembering the basic operation procedures of a
word processing program. There are two general recommendations: (a) to provide
instruction that gives students a clear conceptual model of the overall organization of
the word processing program and (b) to provide direct instruction and structured
practice on points of difficulty (MacArthur & Schneiderman, 1986). Fais et al., (1987)
stated a few problems:
One has to know the commands in order to type them. This involves
memorization of letters, words, or phrases
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One has to spell the commands correctly for the computer to execute them.
This also involves memorization. Many of the commands are conrractions
which are not always phonetic in nature and therefore, hard to memorize
The syntax of the command structure in many operating systems is not
intuitive.
In order to mitigate these problems, intense instruction followed by practice seemed to
alleviate many difficulties with the learning disabled
MacArthur (1996) stated that the challenge for special educators is twofold: First,
existing research on word processung makes it clear that simply providing technology
to teachers and students will not result in improvements in students' writing. Effective
instructional methods must be developed that make use of the power provided by
these tools to enhance the writing of students with LD. Second, research on
computers and writing has been limited primarily to studies of effects of basic word
processing. Investigations should involve a range of technological tools to support
nstructional writing in word processing.
A concurring opinion is gven by Sills (1995) which states that the proper degree of
instruction will aid the writing process while adjusting the nature of the students'
participation through graduated assistance However, Englert et al.(1991), noted that
recent research demonstrates that instructional programs provide (a) a supportive
social context for writing in the classroom, (b) meaningful writing tasks, and (c)
instruction in writing processes that can improve the writing achievement of students
with LD.
It seems that instruction in a number of realms can be nothing shor of an asset in
working with word processing programs The necessity of that instruction on the
other hand is a highly debatable topic. The reviewed literature also implicated
numerous advantages for the utilization of word processing in the writing process,
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What are some of the adrantagesrelatingto computer usage?
There are numerous advantages to utilizing corlputers in the writing processes of
students with learing disabilities. An interesting and often forgotten aspect is noted
by Jacobi (1986) regarding the novelty of using the computer and that it is a significant
factor in itself with ideas being speedily entered onto the computer screen. This
process eliminates much of the restlessness and boredom that build while waiting for
the words to be placed on paper with accuracy
Jacobi seems to actually have her finger on the pulse of the younger generation and
their desire to constantly be stimulated or entertained which is common knowledge to
anyone who has contact with numerous members of school age children. The
computer could possibly intercede with the boredom aspect of wrting. Jacobi's
observations are basically qualitative in nature.
Another qualitative premise involves the preference of utilizing computers
Langone (1995) in a study of the effects of computer based word processing versus
paper and pencil activities on paragraph writing noted while querying research
participants on a preference for computer utilization. He stated that it is interesting to
note that at the conclusion of his study all participants were asked whether they
preferred composing on the computer or writing with paper and pencd. All
participants expressed a preference for using the computer, even the student who
performed noticeably better using the more traditional approach. Similarly, at the
conclusion of the study the general education teachers in whose classes the
participants were mainsreamed expressed more satisfaction over tihe work the
students completed on the computer versus their paragraphs written on paper. The
teachers' main reason was the ease of reading the primed paragraphs compared to the
handwritten versions
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MacArthur (1996) takes a differing tack in regard to advantages of computers in
the writing process. This tack involves a perceptible impact of computers He states
that computers can support the basic skill of being able to produce legible text with
correct mechanics, as well as the more complex cognitive processes of planning,
writing, and revising text and the social processes ofcollaboration and communication
with an audience.
In collaboration with the communucation aspects, MacArthur ([!996) also states the
advantage of having word prediction Word prediction was ongi ally developed for
individuals with physical disabilities to reduce the number of keystrokes required to
type words and sentences. However, it may have potential for students with serious
problems with spelling, punctuation, and syntax, as well.

It seems that removing the stress of overcoming some of the obstacles of
conventional writing, (ie. paper and pencil productions) such as spell checks, grammar
checks and word prediction programs that students may be more receptve to
suggestive requests by instructors. Students are open to suggestions for improvement
when revision can be accomplished with such ease (Jacobi, 1986). Wheeler (I985)
suggests that students be gradually encouraged to take on greater responsibility for
assessing problems in their own compositions when using word processing.
A tangible aspect of computers involves the viewing of the screen itself The
visibility of the text on the screen enables teachers to more easily observe students'
writing processes and intervene when appropriate (Morocco & Nenrman, 1986). This
could benefit both the student by immediate revision possibilities and also aid the
instructor by immediate remediation of a problem
In a summary, MacArthui (1996) succinctly notes four capabilities of word
processors:
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1. The editing features of the word processor allows writers to make frequent
revisions without tedious recopying Consequently, writers may make more
revisions, and it is possible that this ease of revision will encourage students to
concentrate on content while writing a first draft and edit ftr mechanics later
(Daiute, 1986)
2. Word processors give students the power to produce neat, printed work
and to correct error without messy erasures.
3. A feature of word processors that is mentioned less oftenis the visibility of
the text on screen (MacArthur, 198). This visibility, together with the use of
typing rather than handwriting can facilitate collaborative writing among peers
and scaffolded interactions between teacher and student. Peers can work
together, sharing responsibility for generating ideas, typing, and revising in
flexible ways, as both partners can see and read the text easily. Typing does
not identify separate contributions as much as handwriten text (Diaute, 1986).
4. Typing is substantially different from handwriting
The plethora of examples regarding the advantages of computers for students with LD
seems to be substantial. However, a growing number of writing support tools are
available that go beyond word processing
One future potential is multimedia software used to enhance writing processes.
Multimedia includes programs that integrates drawing tools with vriting, as well as,
programs that include video and sound, This is just beginnng to be explored as new
software tools are developed. Although multimedia can also serve as a new means of
publication and help to compensate for weak basic skills, it has the potential to
promote the generation of ideas and provide background knowledge for planning
Another important vista on the horizon of future computer usage involves a
movement in the computer industry. Using personal computers is still relatively
complex, and using most types of personal computers involves the precise use of either
the English language or a syntactical form determined by the manufacturer. There is a
movement in the computer industry, however, toward more visual as well as other
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non-verbal computer interfaces, making the use of computers less dependent on
written language (Fais & Wanderman, 1987)
In previewwg the literature regarding the numerous advantages of computer
usage, we discovered a wide range of advantages from a reprieve of boredom to the
futuristic potential of a non verbal interface It seems only fair thal disadvantages be
presented m the same manner.
What are swme of the disadvantages of computer usage?
There seem to be numerous concers regarding disadvantages of computer usage
among the LD population. Fais and Wanderman (1987) cite a grea concern where
adolescents with LD are involved with the use of spelling checker programs A
spelling checker has features that make it an advantage for some students and a
disadvantage for others. It would seem obvious that, for students for whom spelling is
difficult at best, a spelling checker program would be an essential tool. However, in
the course of using such programs for students with LD several things became
apparent. First of all, the program had to be fairly good at coming up with "guesses"
for alternatives to misspelled words Students with LD far more o:ten than nonlearning disabled poor spellers make mistakes on the first letter(s) ofwords, if a
spelling checker "guesses" on the basis of first letters alone, the student will be
frustrated by the inability of the program to give him or her any alternatives to the

word it has flagged as wrong. The implications are that a sophisticated program is
required for students with LD.
Fais & Wanderman's (1987) second reason for the disadvantage of spell checkers
states that having a spelling checker flag as misspelled a large number of words in a
piece of writing can generate a sense of failure as debilitating as the learning disability
itself, especially, coming on the heels of the excitement and hope created by working
on the computer.
-16-

A third disadvantage is that spelling checkers are not omniscient. Even where the
program is capable of coming up with alernatives for the misspelled word, it is still the
student who must determine which, ifany, of the alternatives is correct Spelling
checkers cannot be a simple replacement for the remediation of basic spelling skills;
the student needs to have those skills in place in at least a receptive sense to be able to
utilize the power of a spelling checker.
The spell checkers limitations also pertain to the identidcation of misspelling.
Spelling checkers flag proper nouns and special term as errors, along with the failure
to flag misspelled words that are other words correctly spelled including homonyms
(MacArthur, 1996). In essence, a helpful tool to the non-disabled population such as
the spell checker may become a cumbersome, fustrating, non-functional device to
students with LD This may also be true for a closely related tool kmown as the
grammar check.
Grammar and style checking software goes beyond spelling to check syntax,
sentence structure, punctuation and capitalization, and also writing style. In the
literature previewed, researchers seem to disagree on whether the advice they provide
is helpful. In any case, they appear to be of limited value for poor readers
(MacArthu, 1996). Unfortunately, the grammar checker does not appear to be
successful at identifying errors in the writing of students with or without LD
(VacArthur, 1994). In my own experience in a computer lab surromnded by students
with LD> it was noted that the sophistication of the Rtghtwrite system was too
overwhelming for the students. They did not understand the parts of speech that the
Rightwrte system referred to nor did they grasp the concept of rui-on sentences. It
was very time consuming and difficult to decipher the Rightwrite crrections to
students with L.
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In a mixture of concerns regarding computer usage of students with LD, a brief

summation ofa research article by MacArthur and Schneiderman (1986) raised the
following disadvantages:
The students used the "hunt and peck" technique with one or two fingers
Typing speed ranged from two to four words. This led to error of spacing and

the insertion of additional spaces
Students had little difficulty moving the cursor. However, inefficient cursor
movement was quite common; students frequently used the left and right
arrows to move through several lines of text rather than usiag the up and down
arrows.

Students had trouble understanding that saving a new version under the same
name would erase the old version. When told this, their first response was
always to use a new name so they wouldn't lose anything.

Moving text or even single sentences seemed to be a difficult task the students
Two general problems were encountered- remembering and following the
steps of the procedure and positioning the cursor co.rectly for the insertion

MacArthur and Schneiderman seem to focus on the coordination and memory aspects
of utilizing a computer along with the inefficiency that it produced. According to their
study, it appears that students Math LD are greatly lacking in these particular realms

This is a definite disadvantage for these students and may be a hinarance to computer
usage
The previous presented disadvantages may perhaps be remediated with practice and
repetition, however, let us delve into an aspect of the literature which cannot be
remediated, This deals with instruction and computers. Wheeler (1985) noted that
without proper teaching, inexperienced writers do not improve their writing by using a
word processor. The teacher must emphasize the process of writing for the student to
improve Tactics would include brainstorming, focusing on a topic, and organizing
ideas into an outline or issue tree.
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Wheelers findings concur with information derived from a study by Englert et al,
(1991) in Mwich the research demonstrates that instrctional programs that provide
supportive social context for writing in the classroom along with mieanmgful writing
tasks and instruction in writing processes can improve the writing achievement of
students with LD.
The presented literature which supports strong instructional implications regarding
research get support from vaious other research. Instruction in revision in
combination with word processing can significantly increase the amount and qualty of
revision by students with LD (Stoddard & MacArthur, 1993). It is important to point
out that instruction is also an integral part of the conventional mer.od of essay writing.
In essence, we need to ask how important is it to spend scarce education dollars on
equipment which seems to be outdated at a very fast rate if no significant improvement
is noted
An argument for saving those education dollars is made by MacArthur and Graham

(1987) who found no differences in the number or type of revisions such students
made using paper and pencil compared to using word processing Furthermore, the
final drafts of papers written on a word processor did not differ from those written by
hand on any of the measures used in the study.
Langone in a 1995 study agreed with the points made by MacArihur and Graham.
Langone noted that his results indicated that there was modest indiridual differences in
the writing samples that could be attributed to either the word procissing method of
the more traditional paper and pencil activities. Although some individual differences

in performance based on condition were noted, these differences were small and would
)ot support one approach over the other; both formats seemed effective.
A concern dealing with the physical health of students is brought to light by

Raskind and Higgins (1995). They mention the considerable debate about the safety
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of the electromagnetic fields (EhMFs) emitted by personal computers, They noted

several studies suggesting the EMFs may adversely affect a person's biochemistry and
circulatory processes and even place individuals at a greater risk for developing
cancer. The potential for this concern should be mentioned, although the specific
documentation for these studies was not available at the sources which were utilized.
A final focus on possible disadvantages of computer usage for children with LD
focuses on literature which intrigued my sense of morality. This particular piece of
literature embraced a topic which seemed quite foreign to the research realm which 1
had encountered. The article by Raskind and Higgins (1995) deals with ethics,
technological advances and the learning disabled. The article looks at three specific
ethical issues: beneficence which is acting in a manner that benefits others. justice
which is treating a person to what is fair, due or owed, and autonomy which is free or
independent of the controlling forces of others. It is also noted that technology is an
ail encompassing term that is not specific to computerzation but does encircle the
prospects of computers and word processors.
Exactly how does beneficence relate to technology? Raskind and Higgins (1995)
state that although some researchers have focused on the potential effects of
computers on thinking and reasoning ability, research has failed to show signifiant
gains. Thus the widespread hopes for educational uses of the computer remain to be
realized. They further reiterate that to ensure that specific technologies and
technological approaches are in accord with the principle of beneficence, it is
imperative that their implementation, be based on sound educational models and valid
research, rather than on the fact that they are intriguing or fashionable. This seems to
be logical advice.
How is the second ethical premise justice related to technology? Raskind and
Higgins (1995) found that there are two components of technology access for
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individuals with LD: (a) availability of technologies and (b) operational access. They
noted that specific learning disabilities may restrict access to certain technologies. For
example, problems with visual-motor operations may make the use of a computer
keyboard or mouse difficult for a student with LD in the classroom or an employee
with LD in the workplace. Memory difficulties may affect an individual's ability to
cany out a series of operational commands using icons or on the keyboard. Reading
difficulties may inhibit access to the "help" and "tutorial" portions of software
programs The above mentioned difficulties could restrict equal access to education by
inmpairing the ability to use the educational technology It could also jeopardize a
person's employment, livelihood, or ability to live independently 1i regard to
independence, the third premise of ethics is autonomy.
Although Raskind and iggins (1995) are superb in their presentation of arguments
for the previously mentioned ethical suppositions, the presentation of autonomy
seemed to be weak and devoid of documented research to support their stance. They
use the argument that due to the rapid pace of tchnology, manufacturers of compuer
related materials do not incorporate consideration for the needs of the population with
LD, Also the manufacturers in their quest to improve technology never look back to
test the impact of the technology on the population with LD This riOes not allow for
autonomy for persons with LD. Although this seems to be an interesting premise,
Rasind and Higgins do not cite any references which could substantiate the claims in
regard to autonomy.
Upon relating these ethical issues to technology and children with L), it was stated
that by design or by accident, the field of LD has been thrust irto the technological
revolution. Technology is being used at an ever-increasing rate, in lhe hope of
improving academic abilities, ensuring employment success, and promoting social and
psychological well-being, Although the primary objective of using technology with
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persons with LD has been to enhance the quality of ther lives, we have perhaps failed
to adequately reflect upon the full range and depth of the consequences of such use.
This failure could result in consequences that are not only less desirable than
anticipated, but harmful to individuals with LD,
Upon reviewing the global aspects of computer usage perhaps ii: would be
beneficial to view the literature in regard to the specifics of the hypothesis posed in
Chapter One.
R'at does current literature state about the some of the qranitzive ntmeares of

Chapter Ohe'$hypothesis?
Composition length

Fais and Wanderman (1987) noted that some observations of their study were
unanimous; students working on the computer were using much more sophisticated
vocabulary and sentence structure than they had been in pre-tests. They were
generating much greater quantities of written material. They were

oven using the

computer to make an outline before they sat down to write paragraphs,
In a concurring opinion, Graham and MacArthur (1988) in a research study found
that at the revision portion of essay writing, students were more likely to delete textual
material when preparing and revising their handwritten stories; they rarely deleted
material when using the word processor. They did, however, take advantage ofthe
text-editing operations for inserting new material. All of the stories generated on the
word processor became longer following revision.

Vocabulary lev
It seems clear that students produced more sophisticated writing and greater
quantities of it for two reasons: first, because the computer is such a nou-judgmental
facilitator, and second, because it separates writing from hard copy, making a
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distinction between creation and tangible results (Fis & Wanderman, 1987). Since
the writing process itself is divorced from that physical production, students did not
have to litmt themselves to the "easy" words, the little sentences that they had
tendency to use w order to avoid making mistakes and therefore corrections when
writing by hand (MacArthur, 1996). It appears that the computer tends to give
students with LD confidence in regard the increasing their vocabulary levels.
Grammatically Correct Sentences

It was previously noted m the computer disadvantages section some of the
diffculties students with LD find in using grammar checks The utilization of grammar
checks and the impact on students with LD was discussed by MacArthur (1996) in
regard to research he performed on the topic;
Grammar and style checking software goes beyond spelling to cheek syntax,
sentence structure, punctuation, and capitalization along with writing style
Several sophisticated style checkers are on the marker for collegiate and adult
writers, but reviewers seem to disagree on whether the adviee they provide is
helpful. Lu any case, they appear to be of limited value for poor writers.
It appears that many skills are needed in order to use a grammar check to its maximum

potential.
in regard to grammar checks, Fais and Wanderman (1987) concur with
MacArthur's viewpoint stating that half of the students tested lost a little ground when
trying to use grammar checks and half of the students improved by even wider
margins,

The results of this study's research on the number ofgrammaticnily correct
sentences should prove interesting in regard to the reviewed literature.

Misslpings
In a similar manner to grammar checks some of the difficulties ,tudents with LD
encountered with spell checkers was discussed in the computer disadvantages portion
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of Chapter H. Fais and Wandernan (1987) found that teachers observed that students
did not make as many reversals, transpositions Or spelling errors when using a vord
processor and caught many more errors on the computer aided writings than they did
on their handwritten copies Certaiiy one major factor for increased accuracy in

correcting spelling errors on a computer screen is that students were able to read their
own writing.
Essay Cnntent
Experienced writers typcally devote a substantial portion ofwnLting time in the

planning of activities (Flower & Hayes, 1991), Writers set goals ir terms of ntended
audience, generate content through memory search and information gathering, and
organize their materials carefully (Englert et al , 1989). Students with LD may have
difficulty with all of these component processes (Graham et al., 1991). Typically the
students with LD begin writing after devoting minimal time to planning. They often
times have difficulty generating appropriate content for essays and ,onsequently,
produce shorter compositions.
MacArthur (1996) looked into some computer technologies which could enhance
the deficits of students with LD that was previously discussed:
Computers have the capacity to prompt writers to engage in the planning
process which seems to be lacking in students with LD.
Outlining and semantic webbing are common practices for crganizing ideas

prior to writing. Previously, this technology was limited but with current
programs on the market research is needed to measure the success of these
programs on students with LD.
The implementation of these new technologies could assist many students with LD
overcome some deficits they may possess in regard to planning and implementing
essay writing.
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After reviewing cuMrrnt ierfare, what are the impiieadors

of

fite

computer?

It must be noted that development of technology generally precedes research in the
field of computers, many points of view are not limited to research-supported
techniques; however, the discussions presented tried to clarify the extent to which the
techniques are supported by research If large blocks of time and sums of scarce
monies are spent on the research of current technologies, it is interesting to note that
these technologies may be antiquated by the time the research results are presented.
This presents a limitation in regard to the amounts of research available on the topic of
technologies and students with LD,
Primarily, as the Capabilities of computers have increased in the past decade, a
variety of exciting new tools have been developed that have the pointial to enhance
the writing of students with LD. The implications of the effectiven Ass of wod
processing technologies on students with LD, however, are not clarified by the current
research.
This study recognizes the debatable topics provided by the current literature. The
implications of the study should provide clarification which is twofold: first, are
quanitative measures of computer generated essays involving composition length,
grammatical errors, the number of grammatically correct sentences, composing time,
misspellings, length of sentences, paragraph development and content measurably
different in comparison with essays generated with paper and pencil and secondly, do
students who are mildly LD prefer to utilize word processing equipment to generate
essays over writings using the conventional method of paper and pencil?
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CHAPTER III

This study was designed to determine if mildly learning disabled secondary
students will enhance their essay writing skills by utilizing a word rocessing program.
In order to measure the enhancement, the computer generated essays will be compared
to handwritten essays.
Sample
There are 25 subjects in this study. All 25 subjects qualified for the special
education placement by scoring at least one standard deviation below norm on IQ tests
given by the psychologist on the Child Study Team. The Child Study Team also uses
other considerations for the placement of resource room students. All 25 students
involved in this study are considered mildly learning disabled by the Child Study Team
due to their placement in a regular high school setting with the utilization of the
resource room concept. All subjects were between the ages of 15 and 19 years of
age. The breakdown of ages are as follows: 3 subjects were 19 years of age, 6
subjects were 18 years of age, 9 subjects were 17 years of age, 5 subjects were 16
years of age and 2 subjects were 15 years of age. There are 21 males a.d 4 females
involved in the study.

The course in which the 25 subjects are required to write essays is a United States
History course assigned to a resource room setting. The course involves Amnerican
History from the Reconstruction Period in the South during the 1870's to present day
conflicts. Each of the four classes involved have less than 10 students in each resource
room. All test subjects are exposed to information from units within the history
textbook, "American Adventures" Utilizing the chapters within the rext, the 25
subjects derived information relative to the essay topics with assistance in gathering
the information provided by the instructor of the course
-26-

It was interesting to note that in a pre-treatment survey 53% of the subjects have
access to a computer in their home, however, only 35% of these subjects use the
computer at least once a week. On the elementary leve, 76% ofthe students had at
least one computer in the classroom which they could access Only 30% of these
subjects have taken a computer course on the secondary level.
For those subjects who were not faniiar with computers, novelty effects, such as
devoting valuable time during essay writing to trying different colors on the screen,
diffeent size fonts and printing the material, were prevented by allowing the 25
subjects three introductory sessions each 44 minutes long on three diffent days
during a month long period. During these sessions, the students were introduced to
the start up procedures of the computers along with an explanation of the word
processing program's capabilities. Also included within these sessions was time
allotted to the students so that they may experiment with the differit capabilities of
the software so when the time came to write their essays their curiosities about the
computer for the most part would be satiated.
Also, to prevent novelty effects in the essay writig aspect, participants were asked
to perform pre-baseline writing activities similar to those presente! during treatment.
The study requires that each of the 25 subjects submit six different essays. All
essay questions will be relative to the material derived from the text, "American
Adventures". The students will generate three essays from the word processor and
thee essays utilizing paper and pecil. The essays will be alternated between the
computer and haudwritten components throughout a four month period.
Setting

The study took place at a rural high school which utilizes resource room placement
for students classified as mildly learning disabled. Participants were placed in the
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resource room for a 44 minute period to receive instruction m United States History.
There are two different settngs involved within this study.
The first setting involves the handwitten essays. These essays were composed in a
resource room where each subject composed his own essay. There was no
collaboration between students when composing the handwritten essays. The resource
room had a dictionary and thesaurus available for each student. Students were also
provided with five sheets of paper and a pencil which was to be used for composing
their handwritten essays. They were permitted two 44 minute periods on two
consecutive days in order to compose their handwritten essays,
The second setting involved the computer essays. Students were required to meet
in the writing lab which was located in the high school library. The writing lab is
located in the comer within the library and is separated by a large soundproof solid
wall from the rest of the library facilit. Please note that there is no door to
completely control the writing lab environment. However, there was minimal
distraction for those using the writing lab There are 10 identical computers, each with
a printer, set up in the writing lab. Each identical word processing program has a spell
checker for students to utilize, All subjects utilized the same equipment and software.
The subjects were not permitted to collaborate while writing their essays on the
computer. The subjects were provided with two 44 mnute periods on two
consecutive days in order to compose their essays on the computers.
Equipma
The hardware utilized in the study included 486 multimedia machines with a
Windows 95 interface. The monitors that the students used were multicolor. The

ptinters were dot matrix manufactured by Epson. Please note that rthe subjects had no
access to the Interet nor did they have access to computer enhanced information from

an encyclopedia source in order to compose the computer generated essays.
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The software involved in the study is part of the Microsoft Windows 95 program.
Specifically, Microsoft Works 3.0 was used by the students to compose their computer
generated essays. This software program has an easy to follow system of fonts to
save, move margins, change fonts, and print materials, It also has an easy to use spell
check system. As previously noted, subjects received prior instruction On how to
utilize the software correctly prior to treatment. Students were required to save and
print their essays upon completion.
Methodelogy

The data gathered in this study will be used to answer the following research
questions.
Research OQuestion #1 Will secondary students who are mildly learning disbled
enhance their essay writing skills by using a word processing program compared
to their use of paper and pencil?
Resch Question

. Will these same students prefer the usage of the computer

over paper and pencil?

The importance of essay writing in the academic setting is necessary, particularly in
American History, in order for the students to convey their understanding of cause and
effect concepts. The realm of special education includes a dedication to the utilization
of as many advantages as possible when it comes to students with mild learning
disabilities. Educators of all subjects should responsibly look at alternative methods of
instruction and facilitation io order to benefit students with learning disabilities. One
alternative in the realm of writing could include the word processor. However, this
alternative and the purchase of word processing equipment could become very costly
for a school district. It is common knowledge that school budgets al across the

country are being scrutinized in order to utilize the school budget dollar in the most
effective manner. This study will look at some measurable aspects uf the writing
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process in order to determine if a word processing program can enhance the writing
skills of the students with learning disabilities. The implications of this study can
justtfy whether school districts should spend valuable budget dollars on technologies in
regard to students with mild learning disabilities.
A secondary factor in the importance of utilizing word processing is that in today's
job market technology is in abundance. Communications utilizing these latest
technologies, namely the computer, is infiltrating every facet of business from auto
mechanics to zookeepers The students with mild learning disabilities will be expected
by society to function in this technological climate. Special educators will be looked
upon to prepare the students with mild learning disabilities for this journey through the
technological jungle. However, it is necessary to determine if this computer
technology will widen the gap in regard to communication skills between the
population of the mildly learning disabled and other populations or will it simply "level
the playing field" between both these populations This study will perhaps enlighten us
as to which scenario the student with a mild learning disability will encompass The
study will give us an idea of the marketability of those with mild learning disabilities in
the business world and perhaps how educators can better serve this particular
population
The research question relative to the preference of students with learning
disablities is one of a qualitative nature. Educators must look at a number of factors
relative to utilizing new technologies. One factor is related to motivation and the
desire to produce a functional product. If students prefer the computers and feel a
new sense fulfillment when utilizing the word processor, it may be considered a
motivational tool for the educator.
In regard to this study, a multi-subject, alternating treatment design was
employed. The alternating treatment desig in the inter-subject design allows for the
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compaiison of six experimental treatments on individual participarns. Therefore, all of
the participants in the study were exposed to word processing and the paper and pencil
treatments.
In the study, the following six essay questions will be utilized as treatments over a
four month period:
1. Describe the changes Americans are experiencing going into the 20th century.
2. What are some of the causes of World War I in Europe?
3 what are some changes that took place in the world after World War I?
4. Describe the economic conditions of the United States in th early 1900's.
5. Lifestyles in the 1920's were quite different than previously known in the United
States, discuss these social and economic changes that took place
6 Describe the impact of the Great Depression on America.
In order to aid and motivate each of the subjects in the study to write an effective
essay, an exercise in data colection was utilized for each essay writing session. This
data collection exercise was implemented durmg a 44 minute class session on the day
prior to the essay writing sessions. There were two diffrent methods of data
collection which were used itermittently. The two methods involved semantic
mapping and the question, answer and detail method.
The first method involves semantic mapping in which the entire :lass brainstormed
differing ideas in regard to the topic of the essay The entire class related verbal ideas
that were placed on a side chalkboard where the essay topic is the central core and
each idea is mapped out from the core idea. From the jumble of ideas, the entire class
orally participates in organizing these ideas into an outline form whLch is placed on the
frot chalkboard. Each subject copies the same outline from the cbRlkboard and
utilizes this same outline as a data sources the next day in order to write their essay
whether it is a handwritten essay or a computer generated essay.
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The second method of data collection involves the question, answer and detail
(QAD) process. Again the class verbally participates in gathering infonration. The
instructor presents the main idea of the essay by writing it on a side chalkboard The
students then come up with a number of questions about the essay topic and they are
written on the side board The instructor writes the student's question contubutions
on the left side of the front chalkboard in a sequential manner. Stuients copy each
question on the left side of their papers The subjects then give a general answer for
each question verbally. When the entire class agrees to a satlsfactory general answer,
this is written to the right of the question on the chalkboard and on the student's
papers. To the right of the question and answer, details, which are verbally submitted
by subjects, are written. This is done for each of the relative questions submitted by
the subjects. The subjects then use the QAD paper as a data source: to write the essay
on the following day whether it is a computer generated essay or a handwritten essay.
The subjects may utilize the answer portion of the QAD approach as the first sentence
of each paragraph and fill in the paragraph with details, This, however, is a personal
choice of each subject
At this point the subjects are ready to compose their essays. The students are
instructed to utilize their outline or QAD paperwork as an information source to
compose their essays. They are remanded each time to include as mrnch information
within their essay as possible. If they wish to utilize additional information not
included within their outlines or QAD paperwork, they are encouraged to do so
From this point forward, the students are responsible for composing their essays

silently.
Measurement
To identify if enhancement has occurred by utilizing a word processing program, it

is essential to identify some type of measurement. The differing treatments will be
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measured by the following quantitative measures: composition length, grammatical
errors, the number of grammatically correct sentences t composing time, iisspellngs,
length of sentences, paragraph development and content area.
The measurement of composition length will be accomplished by counting the
number of words within the essay. Also, the number ofgrammatically correct
sentences will be counted and presented as a percentage in relation to the total number
of sentences. The composing time will be noted as the actual time spent producing the
essay within the two day 44 minute periods. The misspellings will be counted within
the text of the essay and compared to the total number of words which will yield a
percentage of misspelled words The length of sentences will be noted by the average
number of words in each sentence per essay All these quamtatve measures will be
presented in graphs and discussed in Chapter four.
Content area will be measured by the information presented within the outline or
QAD worksheets. Each outline and QAD worksheet will receive a point for each
major detail presented. Obviously, each outline and QAD worksheet will contain
differing points due to the differing information each contains The essays will be
perused and given points for each bit ofinformation which it contains relative to the
points given the outline or QAD sheet The total number of points will be added for
each essay and compared to the total number of points from the outline or QAD
worksheet. This will yield a percentage t regard to information provided by the
outlines and QAD sheets the students will utilize to compose their sssays. These
percentages will be supplied m graph form for each topic The signtficaace of the
percentages will be discussed within Chapter four.
In regard to paragraph development, each paragraph will be analyzed for the
following content. a topic sentence, at least three sentences witlin the paragraph
related to the topic sentence and a closing sentence within each paragraph Each
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paragraph will be rated on a scale of five points, An effective topic sentence will
receive one point, each of the sentences within the paragraph related to the topic
sentence will receive one point each with a maximum of three points, and one point
will be given for an effective closing sentence within each paragraph. The total
number of points from each paragraph will be added together for a total number of
points for each essay. As the previous measures, the information collected from the
paragraph development point system will presented in graph form and discussed within
Chapter four.
The data regarding Research Question #2, which addresses the student's preference
for composing essays using paper and pencil or a computer, will be collected by
polling each of the twenty-five participants

tm

the study. Each participant will be given

a sheet of paper and asked to write their name and preference for essays composed
using paper and pencl or essays composed utilizing a computer 7The results will be
presented in Chapter four

SomM
This is a comparative study of 25 secondary subjects with mild eaning disabilities
all placed in a resource room setting to receive instruction in United States History.
The groups are demographically homogenous in a rural secondary setting
The testable hypothesis is that mildly learning disabled secondary students utilizing
a word processing program will enhance their essay writing skills by increasing
composition length, length of sentences, grammatically correct sen:ences, paragraph
development and content area while decreasing composing time, misspellings and
grammatical errors in comparison with essays written using paper and pencil.
Subjects will receive pre-treatment instruction in the utilization of computer
equipment and word processing techniques Also, the subjects will participate in an
information gathering session in the creation of outlines and QAD approach
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information sheets on the day prior to treatment Subjects may utlize these
information sheets in regard to composing their essays on the computers, as well as,
Their handwritten essays.
The subjects will compose both computer generated and haadwritten essays within
two 44 minute periods on two consecutive days.
The comparative measures will include composition length, length of sentences,
grammatically correct sentences, paragraph development and content area. The
findings in regard to these measures will presented in graph forn and in Chapter four.
Their implications will be discussed m detail within Chapter five
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CHAPTER IV

Ln this study, a comparison was made between essays produced with paper and
pencil and essays which were generated on computers by secondary students who
were mildly learning disabled Each of the twenty-five students in the study composed
three essays written with paper and pencil along with three essays cormposed on a
computer. Each of the essays were composed utilifing structure explained in Chapter
three

The differences between the three essays written by hand and the three computer
generated essays were charted and analyzed. The eight criteria used to compare and
contrast the differing essays were as follows- composition length, the average length
of sentences, the percentage of grammatically correct sentences, composition time,
misspellings, grammatical errors, content area presented as a percentage related to
pretreatment outlines and QAD sheets, and an analysis of paragraph development.
The data collected from each of the eight categories of the three essays written using
paper and pencil were averaged together. Also, the data collected From each of the
eight categories of the three computer generated essays were averaged together.
In each of the eight analytical categories, two independent observers rated each of
the essays produced by the twenty-five participants. Reliability of measurement was
addressed by having 100% of the essays rated by each observer

rterrater agreement

was assessed by comparing the raters scores for each of the dependemn measures
across each of the essays. Mean reliability over the eight dependent measures for each
of the 150 essays was 95%. The participant's permanent products both written with
pencil and paper along with computer generated copies were analyzed according to
criteria previously discussed specifically in Chapter three.
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In order to reiterate the hypothesis presented within Chapter one, mildly learning
disabled secondary students utjlHang a word processing program vill enhance ther
essay writing skills by increasing composition length, the length of sentences,
grammatically correct sentences, paragraph developmeat and content area while
decreasing composing time, misspellings and grammatical errors i; companson with
essays written using paper and pencil. Will these same sbtdents prefer the usage of the
computer over pencil and paper? The resuhs of each of the specific eight categories
will be presented independently.
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As shown in Table 1, each individual's three written essays using paper and pencil
were averaged together to yield the average number of words. This was repeated for
the three computer generated essays. A large number ofstudents had an increase in
the composition length regarding their computer generated essays In this group of
twenty-five students, twenty-two students had greater composition length utiizing the
computer to generate an essay. This represents SX% of the test group which
expenenced greater composition length using the computer to creagt an essay. The
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mean average composition length for handwritten essays was 122 words compared to
213 words for the computer generated essays.
In terms of the hypothesis, the computer generated essays did have an increased
composition length compared to the essays generated with paper and pencil. The
increased composition length of computer generated essays is also clearly illustrated in
a line graph m Graph A.
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* Denotes computer essays with greater sentence length than handwritten essays
Considering the display of numbers in Table 2, the averaged data for the computer
generated essays yielded sentences which are longer in length than the averaged
numbers for the essays written with paper and pened. The data shows that 76% of the
computer generated essays contain longer sentences on average when related to the
handwritren essays. As stated within the hypothesis, an increase in the average length
of sentences was expected in the computer generated essays. The increase was
reflected in the mean average sentence length for handwritten essays was 9.62 words
compared to 10.61 words for the computer generated essays
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As noted in Graph B on a line graph representing the average length of sentences,
the increased length ofthe sentences relative to the computer generated essays is
substantially noticed which supports the hypothesis.

PERCENTAGE O!F GTRAMIMAflCATYV CORUICT. SIlENCES
Tahle
a
Essay Essav Student I Essay Essv I Studenll Essv
Essv I
Written Computer Code # Written Compr Code # LWrtten Computer
78.00% 91.001'_
10 93.00
94.00%*
19 74.00% 71.00% I
MeS.OO%
11 86.00% 95.00% i
20 31 00% 78.00%
80.00oo
95,00%i*
12; 97.00% 93.00% 1
21 50.00% 75,00%A
92.00% 37.0%.
13S: 63.00%5
.00%
22 08.00% 55.00%
16.00% 64.00%?
14 91.00A 94.00%
23 90.00% 91.00%3'
56.00%|*
15
5000%
36.00%1
24 57.00% 83.00%r
0.00%
MM.0%
69.00%t _
16 31.00% 73.00%i*
26 ; 7.00% 83.00%
17 89.00%i 90.00%*H
L8 48.00% 81.00Q%
i 1
41.0D% 51 00%i*1
g9 5000.% 6s.oo0%
- -T 1

Student
Code #
1
2
3
4
5
5
7

L

_

"' .1_. _

I-t

'Denotes a greater % of grammatically Correct sentences in computer essays

The percentage of grammaically correct sentences is represented as a higher
perceutage for the computer generated essays in Table 3. Approximately 76% of the
twenty-five participants produced a greater percentage of granmatically correct
sentences in the data averaged from the essays composed on the computer in
comparison with the averaged data from the essays written with a paper and pencil.
The mean average percentage for grammaticaly correct sentences bor handwritten
essays was 66% compared to 75% for the computer generated esseys.
In Graph C, a line graph represents the percentage of the grarmnmaicay correct
sentences Ih is apparent from the graph that the averaged data from the computer
generated essays shows a higher percentage than the averaged data from the essays
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written with paper and pencil. In terms of the hypothesis, the s;udents did have
increased percentages of grammatically correct sentences in regard to the computer
generated essays compared to the essays written with pencil and paper

COMP.OSITION TUMY
Dlata is represented in miates)

--

Table 4
yEssay l Stujdemr

: Eay

Essa

Studen

en Cromputer Code # Written Computer Code#
73
77
Z
10
67
o1
l
40
77
11
62
76
68

52
=- _

.6
7

I

I\

88
54

8

D

*T^o9..
.1

531
I

'lenotes

75
70 .
f __

84 _
76
851

L .17

12
13

67
81

71
87

14

69

84

15
16

6i4

81
77
75

35
83

.

4_
-------less composing time utilzing the computer to generate an essay
791 -

1835
. L
-1"":----TTT-'--

The time spent on composing the essay is represented in Table 4. The data is
represented m averaged minutes the students spent on the task of vriting an essay.
The table shows that only 24% of the students spent less average time on the
computer generated essays The mean average time spent generating the essays with
paper and pencil was 64 minutes compared to 76 minutes for the computer generated
essays. The abundance of time spent on the computer generated essays is also
apparent in the line graph in Graph D. In terms of the hypothesis, students were
expected to spend less time on the computer generated essays.
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MISSPEIl .tJNGiS
Table 5
Student Essay ! Essay Sudent Esi
Code # Written Computerl Code# Writi
1
_7_
4 .*
. 10

5
0
2

6

5_

11

3

12
13

-=

.2 __12
15
7

3
s ___,9
9 183

5
5'
39

14
tt5
16 =
17
9
. 18

Tuenotes computer generated essays with less spelling errors than handwritten essays
The data collected in regard to the misspellings associated with each type of essay
presented in Table 5 show that 60% of the twenty-five participants had fewer
misspellings ou the computer generated essays in companson wich the essays
composed with paper and pencil. It was an option for the test subjects to utilized the
spell checker when creating the computer generated essays. As an obsenration, a
majority of test subjects did try to utilize the spell checker. The mean average
m.sspellings for the essays created using paper and pencil was 22 compared to 14
misspellings for the computer essays. Also the graphed data is prestnted within Graph
E.
In terms of the hypothesis, the participants were expected to have fewer spelling
errors on the computer composed essays in relation to the essays composed with paper
and pencil
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GRRAMMATTfAT.
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5
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4
5
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4
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# Writtenompuer
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28 1
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27
1130
11
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2I
23
a
7
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37
18*
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8
41

1 2.......51

9 ....
18L_
2
30
I
'Denotes the computer generated essays which have fewer grammatical erors than
the essays written using paper and pencil

The data presented in Table 6 reflects the averaged number of grammatical errors
found in the computer generated essays and the essays written using paper and pencil
A majority of the twenty-five participants, 60%, had fewer grammatical errors on the
computer generated essays in comparison to the essays written using paper and pencil.
As with the spell checker, the test subjects had the option to utilize the grammar
hecker for the computer generated essays. The mean average grammatical errors for
the essays created utilizing paper and pencil was 11 compared to 9 grammatical errors
utilizing the computer to compose the essay. However, as an observation, the
gammnar checker was not used by any test subjects. The identical data is displayed in
. line graph in Graph F.
The hypothesis relates that the computer generated essays will show a decrease in
the number of grammatical errors which is presented by the data.
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CONTENT AREA
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'Denotes computer generated essays with a higher content area percentage

Content area was measured by the information presented within the outline or
QAD worksheets in comparison with the information presented ii the essay. A point
was earned for each major detail included in the essay. The earned points were
compared to the greatest possible earned points to yield a percentage The data
presented in Table 7 notes an increase in the content area percentage for the essays
which were composed on a computer compared with the essays composed with paper
and pencil. The mean average percentage concerning content area is 61.00% for the
essays composed using paper and pencil and S5.00% for the essays generated from the
computer. As noted in the hypothesis, the content area percentage would increase
concering the computer generated essays in comparison with the Assays written using
paper and pencil. The content area data is also graphed in Graph Cr
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Column B = the total number of points possiNbe for all paragraphs

Column C =percentage of correct paragraph development
'Denotes the computer generated essays with the higher perc4ntage of correct
paragraph development
In regard to paragraph development, each paragraph was aal) zed for the
following content: a topic sentence, at least three sentences wiiit

n the paragraph

related to the topic sentence, and a closing sentence within each paragraph. Each
paragraph was rated on a scale of five points. An effective topic semnence received one
point, each sentence within the paragraph related to the topic sentence received one
point with a maximum of three points, and an effective closing sertence received one
point. As displayed miTable 8, the total number of possible points were averaged for

an essay written with pencil and paper and was compared to the actual averaged points
earned to yield a percentage regarding the effectiveness of the essay's paragraph
development. The mean average percentage regarding paragraph development for the
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handwritten essays was 52.77% compared to 72.18% for the computer generated
essays.
In terms of the data presented in Table

8,

the twenty-five participants had increased

paragraph development in 84% of the averaged computer generated essays. This
coincides with the hypothesis which noted that the paragraph developmeat will
increase in the computer generated essays when compared to the essays written using
paper and pencil. The data on paragraph development is also displayed in Graph H .

ESSAY WRTETN

REPFERENCE

In terms of Table 9, a large percentage, 96%, of the twenty-five particlpants in this
study preferred to utilize a computer when wrting an essay in comparison with
utilizing a pencil and paper to write an essay
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CHAPTER V

This study was developed to look at the effectiveness of utilizing word processing
capabilities in regard to essay writing with secondary students who are mildly learning
disabled The effectiveness of utilizing the computer was measured by comparing
three essays written using paper and pencil and three essays generated by using word
processing with an alternate treatment plan over a four month period. The exact
quantitative measures included the following: composition length, length of sentences,
grammatically correct sentences, paragraph development, content area, composing
time, misspellings and grammatical errors A secondary purpose Dfthe study was to
identfy if the secondary students who are mildly learning disablec prefer the usage of
the computer over pencil and paper.
It was noted when averaging each group of essays together for comparison mithe
text and charts of Chapter four, that the mildly learning disabled secondary student's
computer generated essays had increased composition length, longer sentences, a
larger number of grammatically correct sentences, better paragraph development and
better content area when compared to the essays written with paper and pencil Also,
the composing time increased when utilizing the computer to generate an essay. Both
misspellings and grammatical errors decreased in compaison to the essays written
utilizing paper and pencil. The secondary students with rild learmng disabilities also
preferred the usage of the computer to write essays over writing an essay using paper
and pencil
Wpas the hvpos.ftss.tubsni

afnted?

The results indicate that the hypothesis was substantiated in seven of the eight
quanitatve criteria. To reiterate the hypothesis, mildly learning disabled secondary
students utilizing a word processing program will enhance their essay writing skills by
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increasing composition length, length of sentences, grammatically correct sentences,
paragraph development and content area while decreasing comoosng time,
misspellings and grammatical errors in comparison with essays written using paper and
pencil.
In regard to the composition length, a large majority of test sub]ects increased the
length of their computer generated essays by a substantial margin, The length of
sentences also increased in the computer generated essays in more than three-fourths
of the test subjects The percentage of grammatically correct sentences in the
computer generated essays also increased in three-fourths of the test subjects In the
category of content area, ninety-two percent of the test subjects showed that their
computer generated essays contained more material relative to the outline or QAD
sheets when compared to the essays written with pencil and paper Paragraph
development in regard to the computer generated essays also shows an increase in
eighty-four percent of the test subjects The increases in the criteria presented within
this paragraph were all expected in regard to the hypothesis.
In regard to the hypothesis, a decrease was expected in misspellings in the
computer generated essays which actually occurred in sixty percerr of the test
subjects Grammatical errors were also decreased in the computer generated essays of
sixty percent of the test subjects which also supports the hypothess. The only
measure whose findings dispute the hypothesis is composition time Students were
expected to spend less time on the computer generated essays. However, this was not
supported by the study's findings. Only twenty-four percent of the test subjects spent
less time on the computer generated essays.

tKat apets cold have enhancedthse .udy?
One aspect regarding the increased time spent on the computer generated essays
may stem from the students preference to utilize the computer They enjoy using the
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computer and therefore, they generate longer, more structured essays which contain
more content. This may not be a detriment to composing essays 0n the computer but
in hindsight may perhaps be an enhancement.
Another aspect of the study which could possibly have enhanced the results was a
prerequisite course or session regarding keyboarding sills. Even though the majority
of test subjects perfouned better utilzing the computer, it was noted that many of
these test subjects complained about their inability to utilize the keyboard in an
effective manner. Perhaps a replication of this study could encompass keyboarding
skills instruction prior to the implementation of the study.
In regard to the keyboarding requirement also more intense training in the
pretreatment realm regarding the use of the spell checker and the grammar check
would also be a factor which could possibly have changed the resdts of the study.
The test subjects rarely utilized the grammar cheek due to their confusion regarding
the system. However, the spell check was utilized by a majority fthe test subjects;
the effectiveness of their choices involving the correct words cdsplayed by the spell
check could itselfbe studied.
In an analysis of the findings, factors which were not controlle for included the
attitude of cooperation factor related to the test subjects. It was noted that a few of
the test subjects did not cooperate to their fillest potential on both the handwritten
and computer generated essays. Some subiects complained of being tired, had
altercations with other students prior to class or simply wanted to write just enough to
get by with a passing grade. In regard to these attitude factors, the results of the study
may have varied slightly
Also the factor of the test subject's absence on the treatment days may have been
changed the results slightly relating to both the paper and pencil essays and the
computer generated essays. When a student was absent from the treatment days
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regarding computer generated essays, upon their return to lass, they were then sent to
the computer lab on their own, Being on their own in the computer lab meant there
was not any supervision regarding the study. Perhaps a 44 minute period that was to
be spent on composing an essay actually resulted in a long conversation with other
students in the hallway or library on the way to the computer lab. Also, the essays
written utilizing paper and pencil were made up in the back of the classroom during a
history lesson which possibly contained numerous distractions for the essay composer.
These factors need to be addressed if the study were to be replicated.
g/iatis this stwdy's relationshin to previos.r.

serch s$tdies?

Empirical evidence should guide the selection and implementation of mstuctional
tools, including those which are technologically advanced. This study and those that
preceded it have provided initial insight into how computers can enhance writing stklls.
Questions do arise, however, regarding the reasons for the enhancement. For
example, one question that has arisen from this study is whether additional practice
and improved efficiency in using the computer keyboard would have resulted in a clear
advantage in student written expression via word processing as compared to paper and
pencil expression.
As presented within the text of Chapter 2, there seems to be numerous concerns
regarding the disadvantage computer spell checker programs have on the Li
population. In a study of spell checkers, Fais and Wanderman (1987) cited that spell
checker programs must be very good at 'guessing' as alternatves bor the LD student's
poor spelling. Also, Fais and Wanderman (1987) noted that a disadvantage of spell
checkers includes the large number of words which are flagged. This creates a sense
of failure among the learning disabled. MacArthur (1996) also concurs that spell

checkers are a problem for the learnung disabled. He noted that spell checkers flag
proper nouns and special terms as errors, along with the failure to flag misspelled
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words which are actually homonyms. In analyzing both of these studies, it may explain
the low percentage (60%) of decrease regarding misspelled words when comparing
the computer generated essays and the essays written using paper and pencil.
MacArthur (1996) also studied the effectiveness of grammar and style cheoiug
software, He noted that grammar and style checking software is of limited value to
poor readers This study may also explain the test subjects reluctance to utilize the
grammar check system, Rightwrite, during treatment. Also, the low percentage of
decrease (60%) can be explained regarding grammatical errors.
In two consecutive studies, MacArthur and Graham (1987) and Graham and
MacArthur (1988) introduced the use of research designs to evaluate any differential
effects of word processing versus handwriting on the written expression of students
with learning disabilities. The test subjects wrote only two essays, one using a word
processor and the second essay utilizing paper and pencil. In the fMaArthur and
Graham (1987) study, the researchers found only minor differences between the wordprocessed and handwritten essays ofeleven fith and sixth grade LD students.
Although there were several differences in the patterns of revisions under each
condition, there were only minor differences in overall text producton. In comparison

to the current study, three factors seem to accommodate the differences found m the
MaeArthur & Graham (1987) study The first fator deals with the increased age of
the test participants m the current study which may explain the difierdg results. A
secondary factor relates to the degree of the population's disability The curent test
study group is defined as mildly learning disabled, the MacArthur and Graham (1987)
study only defines the test participants as learning disabled. The tertiary factor is
relative to the small test sample of only two treatments, whereas, the current study
utilizes six treatments for comparison.
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In the second study, Graham and MacArthur (1988), chose only three participants
who were fifth and sixth grade LD students. Thls study dealt with the comparison of
the revised works of essays written with paper and pencil and essays composed using a
word processor. The study utilized pretreatment instruction that was implemented by
two undergraduate students majoring in special education, This study found that the
ievision efforts of the test subjects produced longer and more productive text on a
word processor. This study may also concur with the current study regarding the
production of longer text utilizing the word processing programs
Langone (1995) produced a study that used a repeated measures, alternating
treatment design to compare student performance in constructing paragraphs under
two experimental conditions which is very similar to the current research design. He
utilized six test subjects who were eleven and twelve year old students with learning
disabilities. Langone (1995) measured the following: capitalization, spelling,
punctuation, and complete sentences His results were mixed among the test
participants, Langone (1995) stated that the results were equally distributed and that
neither the word processing program nor the handwritten essays showed marked
improvement in any of the measures. In regard to the current study, the age factor
may make a difference regarding results. Perhaps secondary students have a unique
interest in performing better due to their maturity axd desire to graduate soon. The
degree of the disability of the test participants may also impact the results of the study.
The current test participants are mildly learning disabled and the Langone (1995) test
participants were described as learning disabled
Wl.at are the irnliCfionsof the current study?
The implications of the current study seem to embrace five differing realms. The
five realms include needed instruction to facilitate the usage ofwo.-d processing
programs, the school budget dollars disbursed regarding computer technology
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cofcemerng the mildly learning disabled would be well spent, the introduction of
computers into the classrooms of the mildly learning disabled would enhance
employment opportunities in the post-secondary years, the possibiity of a collegiate
career would be within the grasp of the student with a mild learnig disability, and the
usage and familiarity of the computer would enhance communication skills with the
mildly learning disabled.
The first realm, increased instruction n computer skills, would enable the
population with mild learning disabilities to utilize the subsidiasy aspects of computers
such as spell checkers, grammar checkers and font sizes to produce neat, printed
material with a professional look This would possibly increase the students desire to
produce text. This may perhaps be studied in the near future.
The second realm, the use of school budget dollars, was confirmed in a quanitative
and qualitative manner. A majoriy of the test subjects performed btter when
composing essays on a word processing program in regard to the number of woads,
length of sentences, grammar, spelling, paragraph development and content area The
test subjects also preferred the use of the computer over paper and pencil generated
essays. The school budget dollars spent on technology for the classrooms of students
with mild learning disabilities would prove to be a valuable expencture according to
this study.
The third realm, the employment possibilities in the post-secontary years, can only
be enhanced by the student's with mild learning disabilities usage fthe word
processor. To become familiar and comfortable utilizing a computer can only increase
a student's chance to be hired. The increased performance uilizin, the computer in
this study may imply that the student with mild learning disabilities can also possibly
perform in the business world utilizing a computer.
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The fourth realm involves the possibility of students with mild learning disabilities
proceeding to the collegiate level. Students with mild learning disabilities, who have
computer experience and instructionn utilizing all aspects available on the computer,
will have an easier transition into the collegiate world
The final realm deals specifically with an easing of communication skills regarding
the usage of computers. The students with mild learning disabilities do not have to
spend time worrying about letter formation; they can simply utiihz the time to think
about the content within their composition.

The utilization of the computer for students with mild learning disabilities can
enhance their writing skills, their employability, their communication skills, and make
their lives easier and perhaps more productive.
Are tere limitations regarding the current study?

The current study was conducted over a four month period with alternating
treatment of the 25 test subjects The study could have been expanded to encompass
the entire school year, a 10 month study with a larger group oftest subjects in order to
quantify the resuts. Also, the subject utilized for the treatment were historically
oriented essay questions, the study could perhaps include an English course where the
subjects could possibly generate essays relative to areas of interest: This may perhaps

alter the study's findings.
The study could possibly accommodate the absenteeism which occurred for some
of the test subjects. A plan could be implemented regarding test subjects who must
complete their essays under differing circumstances in order to jusLify the results of
their essays

Whet are future iminlicetionsfor crmpwter rsaRe?
As the capabilities of computers have increased in the past decade, a variety of
exciting new tools have been developed that have the potential to enhance the writing
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skills of students with mild learning disabilities. Basic tools, such as spelling checkers,
have become common even on simple word processors. Printing features and desktop

publishing have become more powerful and easier to use. The quality of speech
synthesis has improved, and a variety of programs providing speech has expanded.
Word prediction software has become available to support access to writing and
reading. Telecommunications networks are accessible to schools willing to invest in
modems and phone lines. Multimedia programs that integrate drawing and writing are
widely available, and programs that integrate photographs, video and sound with
wnting will become increasingly available within a decade.
The challenge for special educators is twofold. first, existing research on word
processing makes it clear that simply providing technology to teachers and students
will not result in large improvements in students' writing skills. Etectve instructional
methods must be developed that makes use of the power provider by these tools to
enhance the writing of students with LD Second, as presented by this study, reseach
on computers and writing has been limited primarily to stud3ing tlh effects of basic
word processing. Researchers need to go beyond word processing to investigate the
effects of instruction using a range of technological tools to suppcrt writing.
Teachers, administrators, and researchers need to collaborate in this effort to

transform the potential of technology into reality.

Results of this study indicate that secondary students who are mildly learning
disabled will enhance their essay writing skills by using a word processing program as
compared to their use of pencil and paper. These same students preferred the usage of

the computer over paper and pencil.
The results were quantified by the increase in composition length, length of
sentences, grammatically correct sentences, paragraph development, composition time
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and content area, along with a decrease in misspellings and gramman erors. This
justifies the usage of computer technology within the secondary classrooms of the
mildly learning disabled
The implications of this study encourage teachers and adiistrators to utilize
technological instruction and computer technology to its fullest potential regarding the
populations with mild learning disabilities. The cost-effectiveness of computer
technology in students with mild learning disabilities can be realized.
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